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Selective female
infanticide as purtial
explanution for the
dearth of women in
Viking Age Scan dinavia'

Nancy  L .  Wicker

'So you are with child. If you should bear a girl, it shall be
exposed, but if a boy, then it shall be raised.'

Forsteinn toJ6fridr in Gunnl.augs saga

This thirteenth-century Icelandic saga gives an example of ,exposure', or
the abandonment of an unwanted child. Though the saga was written
well within the christian period, Porsteinn's directive to his wife J6frf6r
contradicts christian medieval teachings that dictate raising all children
an-d perhaps recalls ninth-century norrns. From his declaration we may
infer that men in this society had the right to make such decisions and
that women were compelled to accept their judgement. His apparently
cavalier attitude also suggests that female offspring may have routinely
been disposed of in this manner. The action advised by Forsteinn,
exposure, represents a category of violence rarely documented in
Viking culture. Public violence in warfare and plunder was exalted and

l. I have presented some of this material at the lgg2 ann '"r meeting of the Society
for American Archaeology and at the l9g3 Scottish Archaeological Forum meet-
ing on 'Death and the Supernatural.' Proceedings of the scottish Archaeorogical
Forum paper will be published.
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mentioned frequently in the sagas and in history tending to form our

views of violence in this society, while other forms of more private

violence at home are little known.
The Viking world has been considered one of powerfirl men, and we

may question whether there even is such a concePt as 'Viking women'.
Though the erymology is undear, the word 'Viking' apparently refers
specifically to the seafaring men who pillaged and established colonies
throughout much of Europe and beyond from 800 to ll50 $esch 1991:
l). We know much less about women and children of the Viking period
than about men because they were not similarly commemorated in life
or in death in the extant histories and'sagas that we read or in the burial
remains that we find.

Here, female infanticide will be considered as contributing to any
explanation of the scarcity of archaeological remains of women in some
Scandinavian regions from the late Iron Age, c. AD 600, through the
end of the saga period, c. AD 1300. Infanticide is recorded in Scandina-
vian literary and protehistorical sources during and shortly after the

period of conversion to Christianity, around AD 1000, but the practice
is difficult to trace in the archaeological record. Literary and historical
scholars have noted infanticide in the form of exposure of infants, and
archaeologists have detected a dearth of adult female burials in ttre late
Iron Age, but these disparate studies have yet to be correlated with in-
direct archaeological evidence such as finds of scattered infant bones
that may indicate exposure of infants.

TTnwnrrrex EVIDENcE
Though possibly repugnant to us, infanticide has been widespread
throughout history and prehistory (Langer 1974; Ehrenberg 1989). Ex-
planations for its occurrence revolve around tradeoffs pertaining to
demography, ecology, and culture (Dickeman 1975; Hrdy 1992; Scrim-
shaw 1984). Elimination of infants of either so<, especially deformed or
sickly individuals, may occur, but widespread parental favour for male
children has also led to selective female infanticide (Williamson 1976).

Methods of infanticide vary. It often does not take the form of the
cold-blooded murder of babies, occurring instead as the intentional
abandonment or 'exposure' of undesired children or as the uncalculated
preferential treatment, of the favoured sex and neglect of the other sex.
Exposure was perhaps the most prevalent form in ancient Rome and
Greece as well as Europe, but in other parts of the world drowning,
suffocation, and strangulation were also customary (Lee l98l: 163).
'Deferred' infanticide by withholding adequate food and other re
sources from unwanted children, which is less actively violent" also has
been widespread (Johansson 1984; Miller f98f). While not explicitly in-
sinuating infanticide, Elisabeth Iregren suggests that withholding breast-
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feeding may account for the unusually high mortality of infants from
three to six months of age at Visterhus inJiimtland, Sweden (1988: 22-
25). Infanticide in all its manifestations has had a powerfrrl effect as a
conscious or unconscious mechanism of population contol and the
maintenance of social power.

A cross-cultural examination of infanticide reveals a polarity between
societies where infanticide is condoned, and those wherein it is con-
demned. Historical e>ramples of the first type are known from ancient
Greece and Rome where infanticide may have been an acceptable
method to control inheritance and dowry responsibilities (Bennett 1923;
Golden 1990: 179; Harris 1982). A letter from Alexandria in the first
century BC closely resembles the words of. Gunnlaugs saga in the intre
duction to this chapter: 'If - good luck to you - you bear offsprin& and
it is a male, let it live; if it is a female, expose it' (t eftowitz & Fant 1982:
11f). As this selection informs us, newborns rarely were murdered with
direct violence; instead, they were abandoned 'on garbage heaps or in
public places' (Anderson & Zinsser 1988: 30; Bennett 1923). Following
the socalled 'law of Romulus', many Roman families were unwilling to
keep more than one daughter though they were obliged to raise all sons
(Pomeroy 1975: 164). In Roman society, the pater farnilias performed a
ritual to recognize the newborn as a member of the family. He had the
prerogative of deciding which children would be allowed to live, just as
in Scandinavia, and if he chose not to recognize the infant, he ordered
its exposure (Gardner 1986: 153-58; Pomeroy 1975). Since it was not
yet a member of the family, the action was not considered murder.
While exposure was not censured, it was carried out discreetly. Pomeroy
asserts that ancient Greek and Roman court records and citizenship
lists reveal only that daughters were much scarcer than sons, but never
refer directly to exposure. As would be expected with a dearth of daugh-
ters, it seems that adult women are under-represented in the archaeolog-
ical record in both Greece and Rome (Anderson & Zinsser 1988: 30-
3l).

In Christianized early medieval Europe, attitudes shifted toward
vigorous social rejection of infanticide. Infanticide has been suggested in
tax and censrxr records (Coleman 1976, though problematic) and in cler-
ical exhortations against infanticide (Sawyer 1987: 84). The vehemence
with which clergy and law-makers attempted to eradicate the practice
reveals their repugnance at this remnant from the pagan past. Rather
than the father's preroga.tive, infanticide becomes more and more the
desperate recource of an unmarried mother forced to kill her child
singlehandedly to avoid social pressure upon herself and the child.
Roslund (1990: 290) suggests this scenario to explain an infant skeleton
discovered under the floor of an eleventh- or twelfth<entury house in
Lund, Sweden. The tide turns from an action supported by communal
values to one vilified by Christian societies (see Wrightson 1982 for dis.
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cussion of this shift in attitudes). Christian authorities developed ways of
attempting to deal with exposed children.

These historical European instances of infanticide emanate from
societies thoroughly conditioned by Christian condemnation of the
practice. The Scandinavian written sources reflect a hybrid world where
a veneer of moralizing teachings of the church met long-standing local
tradition head-on. The topic of female infanticide in Scandinavia during
and shortly after the period of conversion, around AD 1000, has been
discussed by Carol Clover (f988), Juha Pentikiiinen (1968; 1990), and,
most recently, byJennyJochens (1995: 85-93). Clover calls attention to
infanticide in eleven Old Norse sources, including ,references to laws
and customs as well as narratives describing specific incidents. The most
straightforward Scandinavian accounts of infanticide, usually in the form
of exposure, occur in Icelandic sagas. One such example (Gunnla.ugs saga,
3) is cited at the beginning of this chapter. Another example relates that
'Now it will be told that Earl Bjartmarr's daughter bore a baby girl, and
it seemed advisable to most that it be exposed' (Heruarar saga, 3; Clover
1988: 158). Apparently exposure was considered appropriate simply
because the child was a girl, not. because it was deformed or sickly.

We have assumed that exposure is a method of infanticide, thus re-
sulting in death for the exposed newborns. Boswell (1984; 1988) main-
tained that exposure in the sagas does not amount to infanticide and
that exposed infants were meant to be found. Parents who exposed their
offspring may have hoped for a propitious outcome for them. However,
one must keep in mind that exposure in the cold harsh climate of the
north could be deadly to a newborn much sooner than in Christian
southern Europe, where the climate is kinder and the church's attitude
was more pervasive. Each of the children intended to be exposed in the
sagas was either prevented from being exposed, or discovered and saved
before being harmed. In four instances, boys were put out to die but
were discovered; these exposures clearly were considered unusual even
within the saga context explicitly because the children were healthy
males. Clover (1988: 150-58) contends that these saga examples were
exceptional and that the discovery and adoption of foundling infants in
Scandinavia must not have been common. These incidents were in-
cluded only because the outcome was extraordinary and the child
crucial to the story. Such stories may have been influenced by hero
legends or the Oedipus folklore motif (Pentikiinen 1968: 69-73; Aarne
1964: no. 931). Children of special portent, such as Romulus and
Remus, Oedipus, Moses, andJesus, have often been the focus of infant-
icidal intent.

Clover (1988: l5l) also counters Boswell's thesis by pointing our rhar
medieval law-codes, such as the Swedish Gutalagen, written down in the
1350s, included prohibitions against infanticide. Gutalagm (ch. 2) states:
'Every child born in our country shall be raised and not gotten rid of
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(Thomson 1960: 6). The practice of exposure was apparently common

enough that laws against it became necessary in the Christian period.

Pentikiiinen sees criminalization of exposure of infants as an indication

of growing Christianization. The Icelandic governing body, ot thing,

specifically allowed the heathen practice of the exposure of children

during the conversion period, according to Ari Thorgilsson's Isl.endi.nga'

b6k (ch.7; Flovstad 1956: 348). Its tacit acceptance underscores its exist-

ence. According to Icelandic sagas, a child could be abandoned until a

name-giving rite was carried out: after this ceremony death by exposure

was considered murder even in the pre-Christian period (Pentikiiinen

1990: 79). With Christianization, exPosure even before a child was

named was criminalized. In the saga examples, perhaps the overlay of

Christianity has affected the acceptability of such violence, since various

people try to prevent exposure and save the child.
The level of direct violence in these cases of intended infanticide is

usually low. Normally the father orders the mother to abandon the

child. Though expected to obey his command, she was not required to

carry out the deed herself. Either Parent usually orders someone incon-

sequential to the story to carry out the dastardly deed (e.g. Fi.nnboga saga

2) or, more commonly, the child is ordered borne out without specif-

ing by whom (e.g. Gunnlaugs saga).
Passages in some sagas suggest that violence or the threat of violence

may be used to dominate and regulate women in this society. Although

usually coerced into submission, occasionally women seek actively to re-

dress the situation and resist their husbands' orders. ln Fi.nnboga Saga, a

mother's objection is overmled by her fear of her husband, but J6fridr
in Gunnlaugs saga defies Forsteinn and arranges to save the child. In at

least one case, a woman could use the threat of exposure to control

arrother woman's behaviour, as in Vatrxd,eln saga, in which the wife of a

man who fathered an illegitimate child from an extramarital relationship

orders the child exposed.
Besides indirect infanticide by abandonment, other more violent

methods are attested in the literature. ln Hardar saga oh Holrnunia (ch.

8), orders were given for a child to be thrown into a river. An Arab

traveller, Al Tartushi, reported that infanticide was performed at Danish

Hedeby, where unwanted infants were thrown into the sea to save the

costs of bringing them up (Birkeland 1954: 104). A Christian apologist

in Refidnln. saga (ch. 7) indirectly substantiates the custom of ritual

infanticide by his report of the assembly's decision not to resort to sacri'

ficing infans and elderly persons to propitiate the weather (Clover

1988: r52).
Old Norse literary sources also mention fewer females than should be

the case according to natural sex ratios. A suspicious preponderance of

male children and a lack of female children, perhaps indirectly reflect-
ing selective female infanticide, has been noted by Clover (1988: 167-
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68) in lists of household membership in the medieval lcelandic Land,
ruim.ab6k, a book detailing the tenth-century settlement of Iceland. The
lists of household membership show that there were not as many girls
and women as would be expected. Clover estimates that sons usually out-
number daughters at a ratio of four or five to one, occasionally even nine
to one, perhaps indirecdy reflecting the effects of female infanticide.
Swedish Upplandic runestones, as counted by AnneSofie Griislund,
display similar ratios of sons to daughters. Griislund (1989: 233-40>
suggests that female infanticide may account for this scarcity of daugh-
ters.

Some scholars have attempted to discount evidence of infanticide by
explaining that women and girls only seem to be lacking because they
were not important enough to be mentioned as often. In either case,
'hidden' practice contributes to the relative invisibility of women. But
even slaves were enumerated in Landruimabdk (I{arra"s 1988: 80), pre-
sumably because of their economic significance. It would seem logical,
therefore, that each girl should also be noted due to the future negative
economic impact that her dowry,, the woman's inheritance which was
handed over by her father at marriage, would represent (Frank 1973:
475-76). While the scarcity of women and girls in written sources is not
conclusive proof of infanticide, this testimony supports the proposition
of female infanticide when considered alongside other evidence.

Tne ARcHAEoLocIcAL EVTDENcE

Archaeological evidence that might demonstrate the existence of infant-
icide is almost all indirect; the most perv-asive testimony is the dearth of
women's remains, as we find for Iron Age Scandinavia as well as for
Merovingian Gaul (Halsall 1996: 15-16). John Boswell has called the
analysis of sex ratios from cemetery remains 'a particularly treacherous
methodology' (1988: 44, n. 107). While archaeological data have limita-
tions, the source materials of historical demography, such as taxation
lists, court lists, and ecclesiastical records, have their own weaknesses
too (Welinder 1979: 33). Although estimating population from archae-
ological remains is fraught with difficulties, it should not be overlooked.
Before discussing the scarcity of women's graves in Scandinavia, let us
first examine how the sex or gender of a burial is determined.

Idcntifrcation of sex or gmdcr in graaes

There are two major methods to determine the sex or gender of a
buried person: by analysis of skeletal remains, and by investigation of
gravegoods. For Viking finds, both means are used because often the
preservation of human remains is not satisfactory to permit conclusions
on the basis of osteological analysis alone, due to cremation or soil con-
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ditions affecting preservation. However, archaeologists are fortunate

that many Scandinavians of the Viking period buried their dead with

grave-goods. Vikings practised both inhumation and cremation, but

even cremation graves with only fragments of burnt bone may contain

grave-goods that may allow gender identification.
The gender of the dead is often ascertained by grave-goods when

skeletal remains are inadequate. Binford (1971: 22) proposed that the

most important way of displaying gender to the socalled 'invisible

society' of burial was by the objects in the grave: clothes, jewellery, other

personal equipment and characteristic tools. However, it is debatable

exactly which gravegoods can be used reliably as indicators of gender

and, indeed, the whole basis for our assumptions of the gender specific-

ity of artefact correlates needs to be re-examined (Brush 1988).

In Scandinavia, weaPons and certain tools buried with skeletons

normally indicate males, and jewellery and domestic implements signiff

females, but it is diflicult to make these assignments with certainty. The

usual practice has been to assume that a grave is male if, for instance, as

few as one weapon was found, or female if five or more beads were

found (Solberg 1985: 63). The numbers of objects decided upon may be

arbitrary, but regardless of the number chosen as diagnostic, the arte-

facts used for gender determination normally are jewellery and weapons

(Henderson 1989).
Often there is substantial agreement between results from sexing

graves by grave,goods and by analysis of skeletal material, but there is not

complete accord (Henderson 1989; Pader 1981). A study of all unburnt

Danish Iron Age burials (Sellevold et aI. 1984; Sellevold 1985) compared

results arrived at by skeletal analysis to results indicated from grave-

goods and determined that for the Viking Period there was a strong cor-

relation between the sex of the deceased and artefacts buried with them.

The objects that could be used to distinguish men's Sraves consisted of

weapons such as swords and spears; axes; riding equipment including

stirmps, bits, and spurs; blacksmith's tools such as shears, hammers,

tongs, and files; and penannular brooches. Women's graves can be dis-

tinguished by the inclusion ofjewellery including paired oval brooches,

trefoil buckles, disc brooches, artn rings, and necklaces; jewel boxes or

caskets; and spindle whorls. Objects common to both sexes included

buckles, combs, day pots, wooden vessels, knives, whetstones, coins, and,

contrary to common assumptions, beads, sewing needles, and various

jewellery types (Sellevold 1985: 67). Even the common assumption that

weapons necessarily indicate males needs to be reassessed in light of a

few problematic graves such as at Gerdrup in Denmark (Hemmendorff

1985) and Aurland in Norway (Dommasnes 1982: 77) in which women,

as determined by skeletal analysis, have been found with a sword and

arrowheads, respectively. IJltimately, however, sexing graves by either

grave-goods or skeletal analysis indicates that women were scarce.
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Indi.rect eai.dence of infantfuidc: the dparth offemal.e graaes

A relative shortage of adult female mortuary remains compared to the
e:rpected sex ratio of nearly 1: I has been noted in many regions of
Scandinavia for the late Iron Age. Norway's population seems to diverge
most markedly from average sex ratios. Dommasnes (f979; 1982; 1991)
found a much smaller representation of women in studies of burials in
four regions of the country. Ttre women's share of graves identifiable by
gender in the four areas of Sogn, Gloppen, Nordland, and Upper Tele-
mark varied from only 6To to 32Vo. Dommasnes (1979: 99-100) found
ratios of eight males to one female in Sogn in the seventh century and
six to one in the elghth century. The ratios are typical of graves through-
out most of Norway in that period. For instance, Fllsn HOigard Hofseth
(1988: fig. tf) found that women represented only from 8To to lSVo of
the late Iron Age graves in Hordaland. In another study, Trond LOken
(1987) found three times as many male as female graves in Iron Age
material from Ostfold and Vestfold in Norway.

In Denmark, sex ratios from cemetery analysis also are skewed
toward males. The study of all unburnt Danish Iron Age skeletal remains
found during the previous one hundred and fifty years identified 158
individuals of the Viking period for which sex could be determined by
skeletal analysis (Sellevold et aI. 1984). Of these, 85 were found to be
males and 73 females. The nurnbers represented are small and reflect,
quite a sampling problem in Denmark where preservation is poor, but
notably fewer women than men were identified and the sex imbalance is
even more pronounced in earlier Iron Age material. In addition, just
across the Danish4errnan border at Viking Hedeby, 62Vo of adult dead
(47 individuals) that could be sexed skeletally were men and only 38Vo
(29 individuals) women (Schaefer 1963).

For Sweden there has been no country-wide re-evaluation of Iron Age
skeletal material as completed for Denmark and in progress for Norway
(Sellevold & Nass 1987), though there is a project underway for the
medieval period (Iregren 1988: 25). The situation appqus to differ with a
marked qualitative rather than quantitative difference between women's
and men's graves. Studies of Swedish material have concentrated on
extraordinary sites such as boat graves at Valsgiirde, as well as the large
number of burials at Birka dating to Viking times. At Valsgiirde, men
were inhumed in chamber graves and boat graves, but women were
cremated (Arwidsson 1942;1954). At Birka where more than 2,000 grave
mounds are visible, sex has been determined for only 415 burials. Griis.
lund (1980) reports *rat women's graves there actually outnumber
men's, representing 58% of the inhumations (308 burials) ar;id 61Vo of
the cremations (107 burials). However, women were buried in the gener-
ally richer chamber gmves less frequenny $4Vo) tlnn men, so there was
at least a qualitative differentiation between women'$ and men's graves.
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Women also made up most (687o) of those interred without coffins.

Rather than indicating a preponderance of women at Birka, Griislund

has suggested that the greater number of women's graves there may

merely indicate that their graves are easier to identiff because of their

contents, especially jewellery. However, Birka is anomalous; the trading

community there should not be considered representative for the Viking

period as a whole because of its unusual wealth and early missionary

activity; the relatively large number of women's remains found at Birka

might be explained by the missionaries' success.
In her analyses of Norwegian material, Dommasnes (1982: 73) a*

sumed that there was a l:1 ratio of men to l{omen, but PerhaPs that was

not so. The sex ratio from cemetery analysis could be skewed if a portion

of the population died elsewhere, away from home (Ehrenberg 1989:

127). One might expect that many men of Viking-Age Scandinavia died

in foreign lands (Griislund 1989: 236-37), and at least some such deaths

are memorialized on runestones commemorating men, listing where

they travelled and who they fought (Morris, above: 149, 152). Warfare

and migration could have taken such a toll on men that their remains

would be scarce in'cemeteries at home (perhaps such as at,Birka). How-

ever, in many Scandinavian regions, men are not lacking: women are.

Divale and Harris have hypothesized that preferential female infanticide
compensates for the loss of adult males due to extra deaths in warfare
(Divale 1970; Divale & Harris 1976). Such a functionalist explanation

could explain the mirroring effects of public and private violence to

regulate Viking society, a population in which heavy male outward

migration and warfare might have led to an overabundance of women if

not for the levelling effect of female infanticide at home.
Perhaps because infanticide is so distasteful to us, some scholars have

attempted to discount the dearth of women's remains in Scandinavia by

explaining that women only seem to be lacking because they were not

memorialized as often with large grave mounds or visible stone settings,

so their graves go unnoticed. Dommasnes (1982), for instance' assumes

she has not dealt with a representative sample of the Iron Age popula-

tion. Women may have been given a different, less ostentatious, burial

rite, as at Birka and Valsgiirde. Yet it is also possible that men actually

outnumbered women due to selective female infanticide or other

factors. We may be witnessing the results of preferential female infant-

icide compounded by the relative invisibility of low status female graves.

Mortuary remaitu of infants and child'ren

Very little direct archaeological evidence of infanticide exists' as the

practice is rarely traceable in the physical record. Infant mortality was

high in prehistory and the Middle Ages, often around 50Vo for Scandi-

navia (such as Welinder 1979: 83), so infant bones do not necessarily in-
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dicate infanticide as the cause of death. The frustrations in locating
adult female graves. wane compared to the difficulties of tracing children
and infants in the archaeological record. Throughout much of pre
history, children's mortuary remains apparently were disposed of in an
archaeologically invisible manner, as at Udby on Sjalland in Denmark,
where no children under age five were discovered in a Roman Iron Age
cemetery (Ethelberg 1989: 7; cp. Morris 1987: 62).

Iron Age children's graves are rare in Scandinavia. Gender- and age
specific gravegoods are often all that remain since children's and specif-
ically infants' bones rnay disintegrate easily depending upon soil condi-
tions. The unossi{ied, cartilaginous skeletal material of infants may be
totally destroyed during cremation; all that remains may be the un-
erupted tooth crowns and the densest temporal area of the skull
(Henderson 1989; McKinley 1989: 242). Such scanty remains from
earlier excavations may often have been missed altogether or discarded
as apparent animal bones. Even when bones are preserved, they are frag-
mentary and have not developed the characteristic sexual dimorphism
of adult specimens, so they rarely can be sexed osteologically (Lille
hammer 1986: 12; Welinder 1989: 59). The only remaining method for
assigning gender to them is according to gravegoods, with all the
attendant problems of this approach for adult graves.

Some Iron Age children's graves are very wealthy, as at Luistari in
Finland (Irehtosalo-Hilander 1982:. 44-46), Birka in Lake Md.laren in
Sweden (Griislund 1973; 1980), and Store Ihre on Gotland, where a
young boy was buried with an adult-sized long-sword and a horse (Sten-
berger 1961). A newborn cremated at Mulde in Frdjel parish on Godand
was buried in adult fashion but accompanied byjewellery sized to fit an
infant (Lindquist 1989). Many children were not given an adult-type
burial; some may have been deposited without any funerary ritual (Lille
hammer 1986: l3). In many cultures, children are not considered fi.rlly
human until some ctrlturally recognized threshold has been passed, such
as when the child walks, talks, or is named (Williamson 1978: 64). Saga
evidence reveals that children could be exposed until the namegiving
rite was carried out, and those who died before this formality might not
be considered fully-fledged humans deserving burial (Pentikiiinen 1968:
75).

Occa"ional anomalous treatments of infant remains from diverse
settings have been identified as the results of infanticide. Phoenician
Carthage, well-known from Biblical and other references, is a notable
instance where extensive infanticide is attested by archaeological as well
as literary evidence (Brown 1986; Stager & Wolff 1984). Other examples
of possible infanticide are recognized only through archaeological
remains. Skeletal remains of numerous newborns found in a Late
Roman/Early Byzantine sewer in Israel have been identified as the
victims of infanticide (Smith & Kahila f992). Robbins (1977) has
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suggested ttrat ritual infanticide occurred at the Incinerator site of the
Fort Ancient culture in North America, where some infant bones were
found in isolated burials unlike other infans buried in household
cemeteries with diverse age groups. According to Robbins, these in-
dividuals exhibit cranial depression fractures consistent with being
violendy thrown into pits as sacrifices. Mays (1993) deduces the practice
of infanticide in Roman Britain by demonstrating that the age at death
of newborn infant remains is not consistent with the distribution of
modern stillbirths and natural deaths.

Direct archaeological evidence of infanticide in Scandinavia is
limited. Malin Lindquist (1981) has proposed that infant bones in stone
packings of cairns may be remains of infanticide victims. Inger Saele-
bakke (1986: 24) suggests that apparently haphazard bone scatters in
middens may be interpreted as remains of exposed infants. At a Norse
site at Buckquoy, Orkney, infant bones dispersed through middens may
testif to infanticide (Ritchie 7976-1977: 188, 220-21). The scattered
remains initially were mistaken for animal bones upon discovery only
during osteological analysis were they identified as human. Other
e:ramples from such contexts indude five infant skeletons strewn
through a garbage pit excavated at S6rby Skola, Giirdsl6s4 Sweden (Sj&
berg & Marnung 1976). Many middens as well as other bone caches
from earlier excavations were not investigated as thorougtrly as these
examples, and one wonders how many infant bones have thus escaped
discovery. Archaeologists should carefully investigate bone scattersr part-
icularly from middens, to search for infant remains, as suggested by
Igrje (1989: 70-74), who cites an example of infant bones from Fr6s6n
inJimtland, Sweden, mistakenly identified as animal bones in 1910.

Infant bones also have been found in wells and bogs, such as at
R6ekillorna, Skine, where the skull of a small child was found in a well
(Stjernquist 1987) and Bo in Hi komrnune, Rogaland, where four new-
born skeletons were found in a bog (Haavaldsen 1989). Discoveries of
bones in these watery contexts often have been interpreted as evidence
of sacrificial infanticide, but also concur with Al Tartushi's description
of infanticide by drowning at Hedeby (Birkeland 1954).

Children's burials become more numerous in Scandinavian medieval
cemeteries than in the pagan grave.fields, perhaps in part because the
church's opposition to infanticide limited the practice somewhat (Sawyer
1987: 4). As an explanation for the increased number of older children's
graves, Ole Benedictow (1985: 23) has pointed out that'the prohibition
of exposure of neonatals . . . possibly might have led to an increase in
the death rates of somewhat older children through malign neglect.' An
example of this cited earlier may be demonstrated by the cemetery
remains at Viisterhus (see above) where Elisabeth Iregren (1988: 22-25)
attributes numerous remains of infants from age three through six
months to early cessation of breast-feeding. However, the most import-
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ant reason why more child burials of the Christian period are found is

that according to medieval laws, the baptized were required to be buried

in consecrated ground. The law also exduded the unbaptized from
burial in Christian cemeteries, so dying infants usually were baptized
quickly so that they could receive Christian rites (Karlsson 1988;

O'Connor 1991; Sigurdard6ttir f983). At the medieval site of Helgeands-
holmen in Stockholm, some skeletons of newborns were found just out-
side tlre wall surrounding the cemetery (Jacobzon & Sj<iberg 1982:122-
23). That they were not interred in the cemetery suggests they had not
been baptized. If they were not baptized, we may hypothesize that they
did not die by natural causes; perhaps they were victims of infanticide,

as Roslund (1990: 286-90) proposed for the newborn (above: 207) that
was buried under the day floor of a house in Lund, Sweden, dating to
the early Christian period there.

ConcrusroN
The interpretation of these scattered archaeological traces of infants
who were not buried with an adult-t1pe burial rite is problematic. Even
if we can demonstrate that infanticide was practised, we have only in-
direct grounds for discussing the existence of preferential female infant-
icide. However, we should not underestimate their worth in detecting
this practice. Carol Clover (1988: 165) has called archaeological evidence
one of the 'lesser forms of evidence'. I would suggest that the testimony
of hundreds of graves seen within the context of the literary and histor-
ical evidence is a potent source of information. Female infanticide could
account for the dearth of women in literature and in cemetery remains,
and all the data serve as supporting evidence in an interdisciplinary in-
vestigation.

Infanticide is so pervasive throughout history that it should not be
surprising that it occurred in Scandinavia. Examining this hidden
practice of violence in the Iron Age and Middle Ages may complement
our view of the outward violence in these societies. Viking men were re
viled for their pillage of Christian Europe, but women most directly
suffered the effects of the ruthless regulatory mechanism of infanticide,
since many Viking girls apparently were not allowed to live to become
'Vikingwomen'.
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